**Strong Arm™ with LockBlock™**

**Installation Instructions**

1. Determine stub out height.
2. Secure top bracket to studs on each side of stud bay. Do NOT secure bottom bracket yet.
3. With bottom bracket still loose, slide LockBlocks across brackets to desired stub out location.
4. Install stub outs or stub out elbows.
5. Tighten each screw on each block to secure stub out and prevent horizontal movement.
6. Bend bottom bracket as close as possible to LockBlock and secure bracket to stud.
7. Completed installation (as recommended).

Alternate completed installation.

Alternate completed installation.
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Lay a pair of StrongArm brackets in the upper and lower bracket slots of the male LockBlock. NOTE: The male block must be installed on the back of the brackets, as shown above.

Position the female block directly on top of the male block. Be sure each bracket is captured by the bracket slots on both the male and female blocks.

Insert one #6 × 1" screw in each hole and tighten so the blocks are secured together, but they are able to slide back and forth along the brackets. Position additional blocks as necessary to accommodate each supply line to be installed.